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It Seems I've Heard that Tune Before
When All Wasn't So Quiet Along the Potomac
ourselves. If Mr. Average Citizen did not exactly suffer

by William G. Orthman

in silence, he at least held his complaints down to a low,
If you are over 40-and a few of us around UPS
actually are-the exhortations to save gasoline and fuel
oil you've been hearing may have a familiar ring. It

throaty growl.
Not so our governmental colleagues. Official
war agencies of the Office of Emergency

government euphemism for propagandist-with the
Office of Price Administration. Hearing our warmed-over
wartime rhetoric spewing from the media today is a bit
like having your baby pictures unearthed by a

thousands to clutter the nation's capitol. Silly ideas such
as rationing might be all right for the constituents back
home, but imposing such abominations on the elect of
Brooklyn and Des Moines-or was it the elect of
God?-was not only indecent, but also un-American.
In more normal times, Washington, D.C. had been
known as a city of charming men-and the women they
had married when they were very young. By the time I

back at you 32 years later, but it's also a bit unnerving.
Suddenly you remember all the plans that
backfired-the carefully coordinated campaigns that
came unglued-the incessant sniping from "The Hill"
and from the press. The expedients we instituted and
promoted-price control, rent control, and
rationing-did not work very well, even under wartime
conditions, and they were never popular. But given the
exigencies of war they did work, probably even better
than should have been expected.

Management-voiced its disapproval loudly and clearly.
Rationing was something dragged in by those
carpetbaggers from industry who were arriving by the

got there, however, those charming men must have taken
the coward's way out and enlisted in the army. The
town seemed to be populated by howling banshees
screeching for the blood of the men of OPA--and,
indeed, bleed we did. I remember my first press
conference-and shudder. I not only came out of it
bloody, I'm sure the footprints up and down my spine
have left scars to this day.
Ordinarily, press conferences were not among my
duties. However, I was working late on a Saturday

By contrast, our recent bout with peactime price
controls appears to have been considerably less than an

afternoon, just prior to the launching of fuel oil
rationing in the 17 eastern states, when a call came from
the news desk of the Office of War Information, asking

uproarious success, and if we're ever foolish enough to
yield to the clamor for peacetime rationing, we'll
probably face total disaster. The situation today is very

for an "expert" to explain an OPA press release on the
eastern states' fuel-oil rationing plan. There were only

different from the wartime period. The current shortages
may be equally frustrating. But during the war we had

three of us in the office that afternoon and only two
were real "experts"-the two older heads who knew

Adolph Hitler to hate. Every day we press-release
warriors churned out a few million well-chosen words to

enough not to volunteer-and I, who young and willing,
raced in like a bureaucratic Frank Merriwell, determined
to do or die for dear old OPA. And die I almost did.

remind the basic A-ration holder who was to blame for
his vexations. And vexations he had indeed. Besides
having to nurse the family Studebaker through an entire
week on three to five gallons of gasoline, he watched his
wife bulging in all the wrong places thanks to an ersatz
girdle that lacked the form-flattering power of pre-war
elastic, shivered and sniffled in an underheated home,
and grimly listened in the early days of the war to radio
reports of one American or British defeat after another.

!ifriev. r.;

Washington-with the exception of a few of those in the

sounds like the stuff written during World War II.
AS a veteran of the Battle of the Potomac, I'm
almost certain it's the same. I wrote much of this sort of
copy in 1942, when I was an information specialist-the

well-meaning parent the night you bring the boss home
to dinner. Undoubtedly, there is a degree of poetic
justice in having the work of your misspent youth flung
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The formula for fuel-oil rationing which we
introduced in that initial fuel-rationing campaign was the
all-time classic in governmental pig Latin. Scores of
directive-writers in the Internal Revenue Service, in the
Army Quartermaster Corps, in U.S. Customs Service,
have since tried to devise a set of rules as totally
unintelligible and confusing as the one from 0 PA to no
avail. That OPA fuel-rationing directive still holds the

up',
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A Report from the Old Dominion
Aug., 1941, Fred 0. Seibel, Richmond Times-Dispatch

square-footage of his house and recorded his fuel usage
for the year before. But the year before had been a
heavy-use year so you discounted the gallonage by at
least 15 per cent before you plugged in that figure. With
this discounted figure, you multiplied the previous year's
gallonage by the square feet of your house and
multiplied again by the degree day of 65 degrees-plus or
minus the miles north or south of Richmond. From here
on, the details escape me but I'm not sure you didn't
divide this last figure by the square root of our.
grandmother's age and added the number of shopping
days until Christmas.
T he original formula wasn't written in English. It
was written in Engineering. When the engineers had put
away their slide-rules, the degree-day formula was sent
on to the boys in the OPA legal department. For those
of us in the 0 PA Information Division, it was our first
experience with the engineers, but we'd locked horns
with the 0 PA lawyers before. It was their job to review
and revise all OPA directives. Once issued, these
directives became binding regulations and the lawyers
liked them tightly written with all the "whereases," "to
wits," and "Except thats," in all the right places.
Legalisms, however, make rather unsatisfactory press
releases and for a while the legal department had the last
word on any releases about new OPA programs.
For two weeks, we had hassled and negotiated
with the legal department over the exact wording of that
fuel oil rationing release. Usually, the lawyers suffered
and agonized over every simplification of wording but
ultimately crossed their fingers and let us release a story
that any PhD could understand if he read it over twice.
On the fuel-oil ration story however, they bowed their
necks. We suspected the lawyers could not understand
that degree-day classic any better than we could, and
had hedged their bets by throwing in every obscure legal
phrase they could find in Corpus Juris.
T his was the press release I had volunteered to
explain to the Washington press corps. The OWI news
desk at that time was presided over by George Lyons,
the grand old man of the Buffalo press, and when I
arrived about 30 or 40 newsmen were puzzling over the
OPA release.
"Bill," G eorge Lyons said, 'The 'boys' would like
to ask you a few questions about this fuel-rationing
story," and that proved to be the understatement of the
century. The "boys" all seemed a little peeved about the
release--and looking back on it afterwards, you could '

FDR's fireside chat.

UPI

He stood in line for a bottle of bourbon and settled for
rumor sherry when the bourbon ran out before his turn;
made do on short rations of coffee, sugar, and butter;

all-time record for complete incomprehensibility.
The formula was devised by heating engineers
whom I've always suspected were infiltrated into the

and periodically appeared before his local ration-board
to fill out the forms for the next allotment of those

OPA organization by the Nazi Gestapo. It was based on
something called a "degree-day" --an average, year-round
temperature calculation, which scooted up or down the
thermometer, depending on the number of miles north
or south of--as I remember it-Richmond, Virginia. So

ubiquitous coupons.
Generally speaking, wartime patriotism worked
and the man-on-the-street bought most of our
propaganda-as indeed he should have. We believed it

far so good. Next the householder measured the

hardly blame them. In the two weeks of negotiating and
rewriting, the best the OPA Information Division had
been able to do was to reduce what the engineers and
lawyers had made wholly inscrutable, into something
that was merely incomprehensible. Even with the best of
intentions in the world, the press would have made a
baffling mess of our formula story. But as they started
to fire questions, it became evident that for some, at

Continued on Page Eight

Oil and Ice in the Arctic Ocean: Possible Large-Scale Interactions
by W. J. Campbell and S. Martin
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Abstract. The diffusion and transport mechanisms generated by the pack ice dynamics of the Beaufort Sea,
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combined with the slow rate of biodegradation of oil under Arctic conditions, would combine to diffuse an oil spill
over the sea and eventually deposit the oil on the ice surface, where it would lower the natural albedo over a large
area.
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There has been c onsiderable speculation
concerning the biological effects of oil spills on both the
Arctic tundra and in the Arctic Ocean. Because of the
slow rate of biological degradation of oil at near-zero
temperatures in temperate waters, biologists (1, 2) have

both theory and observations agree that the anticyclonic
Beaufort Sea ice gyre is a real feature of the polar
circulation. The existing theoretical models and
observations suggest that, once an oil spill enters the ice
pack of the Beaufort Sea, it would become part of the
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suggested that, once oil has entered tile Arctic Ocean, it
might remain there for periods of the order of 50 years.
We wish to discuss here some of the possible physical
interactions between the highly mobile Arctic pack ice
and an oil spill.
The Arctic pack ice covers an area of about 10 7

the pack ice which would disperse oil from the location
of a spill and distribute it eventually to the surface of
the ice. We call these mechanisms "lead-matrix

km2 with an average thickness between 3 and 4 m. Many

pumping," "oiled-hummock melting," and "under-ice

investigators (3-5) have shown that this thin veneer of
ice is extremely important in determining the heat

transport."

exchange between the ocean and atmosphere and have

all of the oil spilled is initially deposited in the leads
within the spill area. We know from numerous

pointed out that, if the ice cover were removed from the
Arctic, it might not reform. This sensitivity is
attributable to the fact that during the months of June

75••

anticyclone system, circulate around the gyre, and
diffuse into and around the gyre.
We visualize three chief possible mechanisms in

Lead-matrix pumping. First, let us assume that

observations of the pack ice that families of leads
regularly open and close within the ice pack and that the

;

•

Fig. 1. The drift track of the ice island
T-3 from April 1952 to January 1969 (18).

hummock. If we postulate a square ice floe 1 km on a
side and surrounded by hummocks, with watershed areas
extending out 100 m on each side, then the flow of oil
and water from the hummock would affect between 20
to 40 percent of the surface of the floe.
Furthermore, because the hummocks melt before
the flat ice fields, the albedo change caused by the
outflow of meltwater would occur earlier than the

and July the Arctic above 70 0N receives more radiation

largest deformations within the pack seem to be

than any other comparable area on Earth. Because of the
large amount of summer radiation to which it is
exposed, the ice is very sensitive to small changes in

associated with cyclone passages. When a family of leads
full of oil closes, oil would be both incorporated into the
newly formed hummocks and either pumped into

normal albedo change in the area. This is an important

albedo. On the basis of an examination of the present
Arctic radiation and heat budget, Fletcher (5, 6) has
argued that, if the ice pack were removed from the
Arctic Ocean, the heat absorbed by the open ocean
during the summer might be sufficient to prevent
formation of ice during the winter. Because his argument
is based on measurements over the present Arctic, it
neither accounts for nor predicts the changes in both the
planetary circulation and the cloud cover that might
result, so that it is not known whether an open Arctic
Ocean would remain open.
On the basis of a sophisticated one-dimensional
thermodynamic model of sea ice, Maykut and

another set of leads at a different orientation or pushed
under the ice. Through pumping from lead array to lead
array, the oil that was not incorporated into new
hummocks would diffuse throughout a larger and larger
area. Over the Beaufort Sea, cyclones pass
approximately 1.5 times per month in the summer and
once per month in the winter, so that the changing air
stress field would open and close a matrix of leads
within the ice pack with at least that frequency. On a
smaller scale, Hibler et al. (8), in their measurements of
strain in sea ice over ranges of the order of 10 km, have
found that alternate convergence and divergence of the

duration over which the change occurs determine the
thickness of the ice. The melting of oiled hummocks,

Untersteiner (3) have shown quantitatively how changes
in the albedo of sea ice affect its equilibrium thickness.
Their model shows that a 10 percent reduction in the
albedo of the ice during the period from 1 June to 30
August yields a 60 percent reduction in equilibrium

ice can occur in periods as short as a day.
If we assume that all the oil diffuses through the
leads, then from laboratory (9) and field (2, 10)
experiments we can estimate the maximum amount of
open water covered by a spill. On the basis of laboratory

thickness, and that a 20 percent reduction in the albedo

experiments, Blokker (9) has stated that the thickness of
a Middle East crude oil slick varies from 1.5x10 -3 cm

causes the ice to disappear after 2 years. They also have
demonstrated that elimination of the evaporative heat

when the oil is spread on clean water to 10 -1 cm when
the oil is spread on water contaminated with

flux from the surface of the ice during the same period
yields a 40 percent reduction in the equilibrium

surface-active agents. Experiments with Prudhoe Bay
crude oil (2, 10) in the Arctic have indicated that the
slick has a thickness between 1 and 10 -1 cm. If, as an

thickness. Maykut and Untersteiner have concluded that
"modification of the snow or ice surface is the most
effective means of large-scale ice removal. ... The ideal
material [for spreading on the surface] would be dark,
nontoxic, I igher than water, slowly soluble in water, and
have a low emissivity." A substance which satisfies a
number of these requirements is oil.
Any consideration of the impact of oil on the
Arctic Ocean must include the extremely dynamic
character of the Arctic sea ice. The mobility of the pack
ice on the open ocean would make oil cleanups within
the ice immensely more difficult than on tundra or
glacier ice. First, any oil spilled within the pack ice
would be swept up in a continuously deforming matrix
of ice floes and leads of varying sizes which may move at
velocities as great as 40 km per day and in which
velocities of 5 to 15 km per day are common. Second,
leads and polynyas (large leads with areas as great as 500
km2 ) move through the pack with even greater velocities
than the pack velocity. Third, large shearing
deformations occur within the pack. In general, sea ice is
one of the fastest-varying large-scale features on the
surface of the earth.
Numerous investigators have worked for years to
create a predictive model for the dynamics of the Arctic
pack ice (7). Although these models differ in
fundamental ways, they all demonstrate the existence of
certain large-scale features of the annual Arctic ice pack
circulation, namely, the Beaufort Sea gyre and the
transpolar drift stream, and show for the mean annual
Arctic circulation that the Beaufort Sea should be a
region of ice convergence.
Whether the Beaufort Sea ice pack is strongly
convergent annually, as the steady-state theories suggest,
or weakly divergent and convergent periodically with
perhaps a zero-average annual convergence, as
observations of the drift of ice stations suggest (Fig. 1),
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example, we assume an oil spill of 2x10 6 barrels
(2.4x105 m3 ) (11), then a slick with an average
thickness of 1 cm covers 24 km 2 of open water, whereas
a slick with a thickness of 1.5x10 -3 cm covers 1.6x104
km 2 of open water.
On the assumption that the open water in the
pack ice is uniformly distributed throughout the pack
ice, we can also estimate the area of the Beaufort Sea
gyre affected by the spill. During the Arctic winter, the
recent estimates of open water in the gyre range from 2
to 10 percent; the 10 percent figure was obtained by
recent aircraft reconnaissance, and the 2 percent figure is
derived from the cruises of the submarines U.S.S.Sargo
and Seadragon [cited in (12)] . Recent Tiros images
suggest that 5 to 10 percent open water is probable.
Table 1 gives the total area covered and the percentages
of the areas of both the gyre and the Arctic affected, as
a function of the thickness of the slick and the
percentage of open water. Even on the assumption of a
25 percent loss of oil to evaporation, washup onto the
Canadian or Alaskan beaches and export to the
transpolar drift current, the numbers in Table 1 are
instructive, especially when one recalls that these
numbers are for one large oil spill which will biodegrade
very slowly.

Oiled-hummock melting. The oil incorporated
into the hummocks by the closing of oil-filled leads
could have a significant effect on the ice albedo. The
combination of the lower angle of incidence of one side
of the hummock to the incoming solar radiation and the
absorption of this radiation by the incorporated oil
would cause the hummock to begin melting before the
surrounding snow and ice field. The meltwater flowing
from the hummock out onto the surrounding ice would
carry some oil with it, thus causing an albedo decrease
from both oil and melting water in the watershed of the

point, because, in the Maykut-Untersteiner model (3),
both the magnitude of the albedo change and the

then, is an efficient way for oil to affect the heat budget
of the ice pack.
Under ice transport. Perhaps the most efficient
method of diffusing the oil over a large area would come
-

into play when the oil is either initially deposited below
the ice-water interface or forced under the edge of leads
by either wind shear, local ice convergence, or the
turbulent generation of an oil-water emulsion which
mixes vertically in the water column. Very little is
known about the complete process of the formation of
these oil-water emulsions, and they received little
attention until after the Torrey Canyon spill. The
emulsion formed by the Kuwait crude oil spilled by the
Torrey Canyon, which has been called "chocolate
mousse," contained as much as 80 percent water (13).
Similar emulsions formed from the oil spilled in the
wreck of the World Glory off the coast of South Africa
in 1968 (14) and during the oil leakage from the
offshore wells in the Santa Barbara Channel, where
emulsions containing 50 percent water were observed
(15). All of these emulsions proved to be extremely
stable, and in a comprehensive study Berridge eta/. (16)
concluded that the stabilization was caused by complex
chemical components in the nonvolatile residues and not
by bacterial activity, marine organisms, or suspended
solid matter.
Supporting evidence for these conclusions was
dramatically provided by the spill of 108,000 barrels of
bunker C fuel oil from the wreck of the Arrow in
Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia, on 4 February 1970.
Because the Chedabucto spill occurred in seawater with
a temperature between 0 and 2 C, a thorough study of
this spill (17) is highly relevant to this discussion of
under-ice oil transport.
The bunker C oil spilled in Chedabucto Bay
formed highly stable emulsions containing from 36 to 53
percent water. Within 2 weeks of the spill, oil particles
were observed down to a depth of 50 m throughout the
entire area of the bay (approximately 900 km 2 ). Oil
particles wer 4
' 'also found outside the bay in a tongue
approximately 10 km wide which extended eastward
from the mouth of the bay for a distance of 70 km.
Since IN surface waters of the Arctic Ocean are
similar in bicOgical and physical composition to the
winter watert:Of Chedabucto Bay, and because the
motion of the rough bottom topography of the pack ice
relative to the underlying ocean generates a turbulent
flow, we expect that oil-water emulsions would occur
after an Arctic oil spill and would be convected under
the ice. When a cyclone passes over pack ice, the
individual ice floes frequently have trajectories in the
form of large loops, caused by the response of the ice to
the air stress, which change direction over a full circle in
a period of a few days. For a cyclone passing over an
area in which oil or an oil emulsion was beneath the ice,
the floes would move faster than the oil layer below,
thus spreading the oil along the ice-water interface under
a large part of the ice that moved over the initial point
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Of course, since the diffusion rates resulting from

of spill. This would probably result in a kind of long
smudge along the ice-water interface in the form of a

would be of the order of 7 to 10 years. As the spill site
made its way around the Beaufort gyre, all of the above

the proposed mechanisms are unknown, we cannot

partial loop similar to the one that an individual ice floe

mechanisms could act to both diffuse the oil

estimate the size of this affected area. Our purpose here

makes during the cyclone passage. The deep ridges,

throughout the pack and put the oil on the surface of

is to form a framework for thinking about the problem

which would project through the oil layer, would
complicate the spreading of the oil. As the ridges are

the ice. Therefore, as the source continued its journey,

of oil in the extremely sensitive and mobile environment
of the Arctic Ocean and to show that there is, in our
present state of ignorance, a valid basis for concern
about the possible physical effects of a spill.

the area affected by the spill would grow, so that, by the

dragged through the oil, the randomness of both the

time the original spill site returned to its original

distrubution and the direction of the deep ridges would
result in a net lateral diffusion of oil away from the
direction of the drift. This diffusion along the ice
bottom and the subsequent deposition of oil in

approximate geographic coordinates, a considerable area
of the Beaufort Sea could have its albedo changed.

Notes on Page Eight

Table I. The area of both the Beaufort Sea gyre and the Arctic Ocean affected by an oil spill
of 2.4 X 10 m" x Ur' barrels). We as.ume that all of the oil is uniformly distributed
throughout the open water in the pack. The areas are functions of both the thickness of the
slick and the two values of the observed percentage of open water to ice.

concavities on the ice bottom would result in the
incorporation of the oil into the ice that formed during
the next freezing season. Because of the upward lux of
ice caused by the alternate melting at the surface and
freezing on the bottom, this oil would end up on the
surface of the pack ice in about 4 years, the equilibrium
age of Arctic pack ice.
From observations, such as that of the drift track
of ice island T-3 shown in Fig. 1, we estimate that the
transit time of an oil spill on the fringes of the Beaufort
Sea around the circumference of the Beaufort gyre

Thickness
. (cm)

Open water
(%)

10- '
10-2
10-2
10-2
1.5 X 10 -2
1.5 x 10-3

10
2
10
2
10
2
10
2

Area affected
(km')
2.4 x
2.4 x 10'
2.4 x 10'
1.2 X 10'
2.4 X 10'
2.4 x 106
1.6 x 106
8 x 106

Percentage
of gyre
affected
0.01
0.06
0.1
0.6
1.0
6.0
8.0
40.0

Percentage of
Arctic Ocean
affected

2
2
8

- Probing the Mechanism of Biological Aging
by Jeff Bland
What causes an organism to age? Why should we
accept the fact that man lives on the average only some
seventy years? How might one go about increasing man's
longevity? These questions frame the topic to which the
following report on research undertaken at the
University of Puget Sound is directed.
Pryor (Louisiana State University) has found that
biological aging is related to chemical combination of
cellular materials with oxygen to produce destructive
intermediate compounds termed "free radicals." In his
study aging could be greatly diminished in rats by

story is consistent with the theory of evolution which
would assert that early plants which had mutated to
produce the carotenoids would be selected for because

genetic

of their increased survival rate, and this trait would be

sun-induced anemia. This condition can be understood if

passed along from generation to generation.
What about non-plant life forms, however, which

one knows that their blood is characterized as having an
abnormally high content of the oxygen sensitizing dye,

contain no carotenoids, but still have oxygen sensitizing

porphyrin. It is postulated that these patients are

dyes such as hemoglobin? Could the antioxidant
vitamins E and C (ascorbic acid) have a retarding effect
upon the degree of singlet oxidation degradation in the
mammalian system and therefore the rate of aging? This
question should more reasonably be broken down into
three separate questions 1) What biological components

putting the rats on diets high in the biological
antioxidant alpha-tocopherol, vitamin E. Combination
of the molecules of life with oxygen is easily understood
in that our atmosphere is composed of twenty percent
Oxygen. T he development of life in such an atmosphere
oxygen is a reactive gas toward the elements of which
life is composed, namely carbon, nitrogep and sulfur.
Maintenance of integrity of the world's life forms
requires then that each of the organisms in the biosphere

paradox in that aerobic organism require oxygen for
production of energy (respiration) yet also must expend
some of this energy to defend themselves against
destruction by the same chemical. T he understanding of
the mechanism by which oxygen can destroy living
material, and how that process is retarded in the living
system is essential to the understanding of the
mechanisms of biolgical aging.
Molecular oxygen is found in two chemical forms.
The most common form is the ground state (lowest
energy state) oxygen molecule which constitutes 99•99+
per cent of the atmosphere. T he second form called
singlet oxygen (excited high energy state) is found in
only a small percentage (parts per billioq ; however, it is
extremely reactive toward chemical systems containing
carbon (i.e. living systems). Singlet oxygen is known to
be manufactured by two basic processes. The first is via
photochemical smog where sunlight is trapped by
constituents of automobile exhaust and the energy
transferred to oxygen. Pitts (University at Riverside) has
found that singlet oxygen production in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan area is significant, and postulates it may be
responsible for some of the ill effects of smog. The
second mode of formation of singlet oxygen is via
sunlight being trapped by certain dyes and then
transferred to oxygen. The results of singlet oxygen
generated by this method are termed photodynamic
action. Two dyes which are very efficient at sensitizing
oxygen to its excited singlet state are hemoglobin and
chlorophyll. Raab found that when microorganisms to
which chlorophyll was added were exposed to oxygen
and light, they underwent gross cellular changes. The
question could then be asked why are plants which have
chlorophyll, are exposed to light, and generate oxygen
not destroyed by singlet oxygen? Foote (University of
California-Los Angeles) has found that plants are
protected by the presence of carotenoid pigments (an
accessory set of pigments to the chlorophylls) which rob
singlet oxygen of its excess energy before it can react
with the components of the plant's biochemical systems.
The plant also contains an enzyme called superoxide
disrnu taste which catalyzes (accelerates) the breakdown
of a reactive form of oxygen (superoxide) to water. T his
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sensitive to anemia due to singlet oxygen production in
the red cell which then attacks the membrane of the cell
and causes destruction.
This process should be somewhat operative in all
people, so why then is sun-induced anemia not more
common? T he explanation must lie in the fact that the
body has its "traps" for singlet oxygen as does the plant

of high oxygen content is unusual, however, because

expend some of their energy to combat the destructive
forces of oxygen itself. This represents an obvious

blood
disease
erythropoietic
hematoporphyremia. Patients afflicted by this condition
are characterized by acute sun sensitivity and

Human red blood cell
(14,000x)

Human red blood cell treated
with oxygen and light (14,000x)

does singlet oxygen damage and how? 2) Is singlet
oxidation in the biological system significant?3) If it is
significant, how does the mammalian system protect
itself?
Work to find the answers to these questions was
initiated in our laboratories at UPS in 1972. We have
looked at three potential biological sinks for singlet
oxygen. Ms. Dorothy Bertler (Master of Science-1973)
investigated the effect of singlet oxygen on the enzyme
alpha-ehymotrypsin used in the digestion of food. She
found that singlet oxygen reacted very quickly with the
enzyme with the primary site of reaction being the
sulfur-sulfure bonds (disulfides). Reaction of these sulfur
bonds then led to opening of its structure, and loss of
biological activity. We therefore can say that proteins
and enzymes are both deactivated by singlet oxygen,
which could pose a threat to the organism if they were
not protected. Mr. Bruce Craney (Bachelor of
Science-1973) examined the effect of singlet oxygen on
vitamin D3. His work, which was supported by a UPS
research committee grant, culminated with the
elucidation of the mechanism of vitamin D3 oxidation
by singlet oxygen (reported in the Journal of Organic
Chemistry, 1974). Most recently Mr. Philip Madden
(Bachelor of Science-1974) has been examining the
effect of singlet oxygen on cell membranes, and has
found that membranes are destroyed by exposure to
light, oxygen, and hemoglobin. The conclusion of these
studies is that singlet oxygen will destroy proteins,
enzymes, unsaturated vitamins and membranes (lipids)
very rapidly and might be significant in the organism.
Mr. Madden, Robert Wells, Thomas Kennedy, and
Mike Gribaudo of the UPS chemistry department have
been examining the degree of significance of singlet
oxygen on the human erythrocyte, red blood cell. Their
work has demonstrated that human erythrocytes are
very rapidly destroyed by light and oxygen. Electron
microscopic examination of the cell after singlet
oxygen exposure indicates that the cell membrane is
weakened with the result being a "budding" of the cell
(see headline photograph). This result has potential
medicinal significance in the understanding of the

have carotenoids for its protection. Our hypothesis was
that the biological antioxidants vitamin E and vitamin C
might be the selective singlet oxygen traps. Inglett
(1972) has shown that vitamin E reacts very rapidly with
singlet oxygen giving support to our hypothesis. To test
this hypothesis five volunteers were placed on a vitamin
E enriched diet (600 IU/day). After 10 days, blood was
taken and re-exposed to oxygen and light. It was found
that this blood could be exposed to light for 28 hours
with little production of "budding" where blood from
these same donors before the vitamin E diet was 99 per
cent budded after 13 hours. The question that
remained was how vitamin E was preventing oxidation
of the membrane of the red blood cell.
Human erythrocyte membranes are known to be
composed of 50 per cent cholesterol. It has been shown
by Bruckdofer (1970) that when cholesterol is
substituted by other steroids (a class of chemicals of
which cholesterol is a member) the fragility of the
membrane is greatly increased. Work by Schenck (1968)
had earlier shown that cholesterol was easily converted
to cholesterol hydroperoxide by exposure to light,
oxygen and a sensitizing dye. Putting these observations
together it was reasoned that the formation of
cholesterol hydroperoxide in the erythrocyte membrane
upon exposure to light and oxygen might be the reason
for the red cell "budding." Vitamin E might therefore
selectively trap the singlet oxygen, thereby preventing
the formation of cholesterol hydroperoxide and the
accompanying membrane destruction. To test this
hypothesis the red blood cell membranes of the donors
before and after the Vitamin E regimen were tested for
the presence of cholesterol hydroperoxide. It was found
by the UPS students that the vitamin E enriched blood
showed no cholesterol hydroperoxide while the blood
before vitamin E showed appreciable cholesterol
hydroperoxide formation. (The results of this study to
be reported at the American Chemical Society
Northwest Regional meeting at Cheney, Washington, in
June, 1974).
The conclusion of this work indicates that singlet
Oxygen destruction of cellular components can be
significant, and can be diminished by the treatment with
oral doses of the antioxidant vitamin E. Future research
will involve the effect of the other antioxidant, vitamin
C, upon the rate of singlet oxygen induced hemolysis. A
study has been initiated to explore the molecular mode
of action of vitamin E on the red blood cell membrane.

This study is designed to probe the chemical structure of
the erythrocyte membrane as it relates to function. It is
hoped that these studies will hopefully provide us with
more information about the complex processes involved
in biological aging.
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Asian Attitudes and Western Environmental Crisis
by Del Langbauer

ecological crisis. In addition to arguing that these

extraordinarily close to nature. Their immanence and
impersonalism stand out. For example, agni is the
Sanskrit word for fire, which was the chief element in
Vedic ritual. Agni is also a god, the god of sacrificial
ritual. He is described as the "shining one," the one who
"encompasses on every side," and as the god "who

events could be controlled. The same mysterious power
is the link between the events of the cosmos and the
lives of men. It is this power which relates the
macrocosm and the microcosm, This Indian notion of
the link between microcosm and macrocosm is the most
important example of the way in which man is related to

attitudes are at the root of our present problem, he
suggested that the West might have much to learn from
the more positive attitudes of Asians. Most of the

shines in the darkness." ( Rs/. I. 1,4,7,8). Agni's
transparency to the natural element of fire is
characteristic. Most scholars are now in agreement that

nature.
French and English scholarship is now in
agreement that the microcosm-macrocosm parallel is the

responses to this thesis have come from the Christian
theological community. T hey have been concerned with
the validity of the charge against the Semitic tradition.
Yet the crucial question concerns not the issue of past

the explanation lies in the phenomenon called
"arrested anthropomorphism." T hat is, in India the

hermeneutic key for interpreting all Vedic and
Brahmanic material. Man, the microcosm, is a mirror or

evolution of the conception of deity from particular
elements of nature to very anthropomorphic

a model of the entire cosmos. The life of man is related
to the totality of cosmic events. His life is a mirror of

conceptions stopped earlier than it did in other parts of

the macrocosm, and these two are not only interrelated,
but also interdependent. The relation is based on the
mysterious cosmic power of Vedic ritual which orders

Not long ago Professor Lynn White published a
provocative article on Judeo-Christian attitudes towards
nature. He raised the question of their role in the present

responsibility for the present situation, but the
possibility of new attitudes to deal with today's
environmental situation. Ftather than a consideration of
the issue of responsibility, a wiser approach would
perhaps be to consider constructive responses to the

the world. This halt in the process of personification left
many immanental gods transparent to their natural
origins: Agni from fire, Uses from the dawn, Dyaus and
Varuna from the sky, the Ashvins (twins) from the

both. It is the dominance of this conception of the

twilight, Aranyani from the forest, and so on. There is no
Yahweh, Lord over nature and history. Neither is there a

face today's environmental crisis? In order to answer
that question let me consider a few Indian attitudes

Zeus, a cosmic monarch so involved in the interpersonal
events of heaven and earth as to be indifferent to the

towards nature.

natural world.T hus in his relation to god, man remains

becomes intelligible. Because the microcosm and the
macrocosm are not only interrelated but interdependent,

But why begin such a study with India? Just as

closely tied to nature. The logic is as follows: god is

sacrificial ritual became the center of religious life. The

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are related to a
common region of the Near East, so are the Asian

man's ultimate concern. He is that on which man is
dependent for his being and meaning. Yet because god is

two realms could be properly ordered in terms of each
other only through the form of ritual. Asa consequence,

religions critically related to India. Modern Hinduism has

transparent to nature, man in his relation to god is not
separated from the natural. Rather, he is directly related
to it in terms of his very meaning and being.

men, gods, and the universe itself were dependent on the
proper practice of ritual for the maintenance of order.
Because the Brahmin priests alone possessed knowledge
of ritualistic practice, their power and authority
increased until it was literally unassailable. Through their
knowledge of the ritual prescribed by the Vedas, they
possessed the power to control the interaction of
microsom and macrocosm. They were in a position to
direct not only the lives of man but also the very events
of the cosmos. All these developments can be viewed in
the Brahmanic literature. The fundamental notion of the
microcosm-macrocosm correspondence can be seen, for
example, in the myths of the sacrifice of a primal man.
Purusha is the Sanskrit word for man. According
to hymn Rv. X. 90, creation was the product of a primal

spread across China and Japan, and in doing so, the
native traditions of these areas were profoundly altered
by Indian thought. Neo-Confucianism absorbed much
from the Buddhism it sought to conquer. Japanese Zen
Buddhism resembles early Indian Buddhism more closely
than it does many of the schools of Mahayana Buddhism
in China. This is so because Zen attempted to return to
the original Buddhist experience rather than to rely on
textual traditions. Also, instead of accepting the
influence of Confucianism as in most Buddhist schools,
Zen's greatest debt to China lies in its contact with
Taoism. T he latter was a nature-oriented religion bearing
greater similarities to Indian religion than to the other
great Chinese system, Confucianism. For these reasons
Indian attitudes may be taken as generally representative
of those found across Asia.
The first thing to be said about the manner in
which India regards nature is that from a Western

Another element of early Vedic religion which
reflects the closeness of man to nature, viewed
axiologically, is the concept of rita. The literal meaning
of this term is "the course of things." It is probably the
product of an early appreciation of the cyclical
regularity of life in nature: night follows day. There is
the established recurrence of the seasons and the lunar
cycles. In terms of man himself, there is the rediscovery
of the constants of experience with each generation.
Thus in the early Vedic period, rita might best be
conceived as natural law. Later, as Radhakrishnan has
pointed out, it "became the path of morality to be
followed by man and the law of righteousness observed
even by the gods." The fact that rita came to be
regarded as both natural law and moral law illustrates
that the differentiation of the spheres of nature and
interpersonal events did not occur. Nature was still

perspective the attitude is surprisingly positive. For

linked with the central values by which men were to live
their lives. Deity, the highest value and hence that on

example, there is the following old Sanskrit inscription
which appears in many elementary grammars: svargo

which man is ultimately dependent, was neither the
source of rita nor somehow superior to it. Because of its

brahmavidbhyas tmam. T he literal meaning of this

special relation to nature, deity was rather defined in

phrase is "the heaven of wise Brahmins is straw." Most
students, like the early Indologists, assume this
statement to be a deprecatory comment on the ultimate
goal of the Brahmin intellectuals. In fact, it is quite the
opposite. It is an affirmative statement concerning the
ultimate as it is known by the path of knowledge. To
understand it one must appreciate the Indian attitude
toward vegetation. Mircea Eliade has explained, "For
Indian consciousness, the vegetable modality is not an
impoverishment but, quite the contrary, an enrichment
of life. In Puranic mythology and iconography, the
rhizome and the lotus became the symbols of cosmic
manisfestations. The creation is symbolized by a lotus
floating on the primordial waters. Vegetation always
signifies superabundance, fertility, the sprouting of
seed." T he fact that the above inscription should sound
pejorative to Western ears, while being in fact laudatory,
indicates how much less positive the Western attitude
towards nature is than the traditional Indian attitude.
Nevertheless simply recognizing the existence of a
more positive orientation will not solve ecological
problems. T hat orientation must be appropriated. Yet
for appropriation there must be understanding and
appreciation of how a value operates within the culture
in which it has arisen. For this reason the next step in
the study of Indian orientation towards nature is to
follow it deeper into the fabric of the Hindu tradition.
Hinduism is astonishingly diverse and complex.
Elements of Vedic ritual, Upanishadic speculation,
devotional theism, Neo-Vedantin philosophy, Tantric
mysticism, and modern reform movements constitute
only a small part of the fascinating whole. In the context
of this diversity, the Indian attitude towards nature will
stand out clearly if we begin by looking at the earlier
and less complicated Vedic period.
One of the first things to be noticed in the early
Vedic materials concerns the gods. The Vedic gods are
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terms of rita. The gods could flout neither the natural
nor moral laws because their deity was defined in terms
of those laws. Varuna, "the guardian of rita," enforces
the natural and moral laws. The laws are not simply
Varuna's personal will. In fact, as this god's stature
declined, each of the other gods associated with rita
temporarily became supreme.
The notion of man as directly related to nature
for his very being and meaning appears most clearly in
the early Indian conception of sacrifice. Ritualistic
sacrifice is prescribed by the Vedas. T hey are shruti,
revealed truths. Yet, the authority of these absolute
truths does not rest with the stature of the revealer. The
Vedas are divine teachings and commands transcending
any reference to a teacher or a commander: their
authority rests on an absolute force or power which
stands behind them. As Surendranath Dasgupta has
explained:
No reason could be given why a
particular sacrificial performance should
produce any particular kind of material
advantage. There stand the
commands—commands which had revealed
themselves to the minds of various sages, which
had no beginning in time, which do not imply
any commander, and which are absolutely
faultless and unerring in their direction.
T his power which authorizes the Vedic commands to
perform ritual is at the same time the cosmic power
which renders the sacrificial ritual efficacious.T he fact is
of critical importance: the same power which orders the
cosmos is the power on which Vedic authority rests and
which may be drawn upon through ritual. T hrough the
performance of the ritual described in the Vedas, cosmic

•

ordered relation of the natural and personal realms
which explains how rita could be viewed as both natural

problem. Could, for example, certain Eastern attitudes
toward nature be helpful in our attempt adequately to

roots in Vedic India of 1200-1000 B.C. Buddhism,
originally an Indian reaction against Brahmanism, later
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and moral law. With ritual as the link between these two
realms, the rise of the religion of the Brahmanas also

sacrifice of Purusha. T his myth is particularly important
on two counts. The universe is conceived of as coming
into existence through ritual sacrifice. This notion served
to justify and reinforce the later ritualistic religion. The
myth explains the idea that both microcosm and
macrocosm are dependent on ritual and ordered in terms
of it. Secondly, the microcosm-macrocosm
correspondence which the Vedic religion presupposes is
shown to be so fundamental as to lie at the heart of
creation. Portions of Purusha, the original man,
represent not only specific elements of the universe, but
these elements are actually derived from him. Even the
seasons and the Vedas are a product of this sacrifice. T he
four castes come respectively from Purusha's mouth,
arms, thighs, and feet. The moon is born from his mind,
the sun from his eye, Indra and Agni from his mouth,
and the wind from his breath. The hymn continues:
" From the navel was the atmosphere created, from the
head the heaven issued forth; from the two feet was
born the earth and the quarters (north, south, east, and
west) from the ear. Thus did they fashion the world."
The correspondence and parallel is obvious. Purusha is a
model for the universe, and just as the lives of all men
later came to be viewed as mirrors of the cosmos, is
interrelated with natural events. This mythology
concern ing the m icrocosm-macrocosm concept
illustrates the depth of the notion of the interrelation
and interdependence of man and nature in the entire
Indian tradition. The link of man and nature was
established at the very creation.
The concept of deity as closely associated with
nature, the idea of rita as both natural and moral law,
and the notion of a correspondence between the totality
of the universe and the lives of individuals are all
interrelated. In his commitment to his god, in his
responsibility to moral law, and in his daily religious
practice, the Vedic Indian was always related to nature.
Not only was nature viewed positively, but man's very
self-understanding was tied to natural events. Because
nature was incorporated into the conception of the
divine, man was dependent upon nature for his very
being, power, and meaning. Because events of personal
life paralleled the cosmic events of nature, his
self-understanding was in terms of the natural. Even the
moral law to which he was subject could not be
separated from the natural. Individual identity was not
set over against nature. Neither was it independent of
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nature. T he two could not be separated. Individual
identity was set in the context of man as a mirror and
model of the totality of nature. Involved historically in
such a mythological tradition, the individual in India
viewed himself in terms of nature: nature was no more
the servant of man than was man the helpless child of
nature. There was a deep sense of the interdependence
and interrelation of the two.
Indeed man and nature were not two but one.
What appeared as two were parts of an integrated whole.

according to his whim, but it is dependent upon him for
direction. Microcosm and macrocosm are related as
interdependent aspects of one totality. For the Vedic
Indian the dependence of the macrocosm on man was
felt as the necessity for proper performance of sacrifice.
Modern man would certainly choose to respond in a
different way to this sense of dependence. The real
question is, Can he do so responsibly?" If the Indian

That whole was unified and integrated by the

attitudes that I have discussed could in some way be
assimilated, responsible action would surely follow.
Indian attitudes towards nature are strangely

mysterious cosmic power, revealed in the Vedas, known
by the priests and harnessed by ritual. It was that power

positive to Western minds. The intrinsic value of nature
is stressed and its interrelation and interdependence with

which related man and the cosmos. In this context, man
is truly himself only when he is integrated with the

man is again and again emphasized. For the early Indian

whole of which he is a part. He must be in harmony with
the greater cosmos. He must be in harmony with nature.

there was a consciousness that all the events of

values have been incorporated into modern Hinduism
concerns the concept of rita. The notion of rita as both
natural and moral law was transferred into modern
Hinduism as part of the concept of dharma. The
vama - dharmas or specific laws of caste duty are justified
on the grounds of the natural law which all beings
reflect. In the Bhagavad Gita it has been shown that
"activities called dharma are imposed as a kind of
natural law on all existent beings in the universe ... a
being's initiating of such activity is not a moral act
contingent on his disposition, but an innate
characteristic, that which makes a being what it is,
assigning the part it is to play in concert." Whatever the
unfortunate results of the abuses of this conception in
later Hinduism, it has provided a means of affirming the

individual human lives are interrelated with the totality

unity of the realms of moral and cosmic law. In these

of nature. Along with this attitude went an awareness
that the individual was responsible for these events. This

ways the early Vedic feeling for nature has been
preserved.

ordered. For the Vedic Indian, the harmony was

was the motivation for the ritual of Brahmanic religion.
In India such conceptions are over one thousand years

It must also be stated, however, that the
preservation of Vedic attitudes toward nature in modern

promoted in both directions. T his was possible through

old.

times has been somewhat offset by the tdvaita Vedantic
emphasis on the notion of maya. This teaching is that

On the other hand, nature is also dependent upon man:
it must be in harmony with him. Nature could be

the proper performance of sacrificial ritual.
Let me turn now to the significance of these
attitudes for Western man as he faces the present
problems of ecological crisis. In traditional India not
only is nature viewed in a way that is surprisingly
positive, but man's very being and value is understood in
terms of nature. Nature takes precedence over history in
the conditioning of man. Man's very being cannot be

In the West it has been only within the last fifty
years that biologists have stressed the role of man's
actions in affecting ecological systems. Only recently

the phenomenal world is somehow less than fully real.

have the far-reaching consequences of these actions upon
nature been recognized clearly. And only more recently

proportion to its actual role in Indian thought by

has Occidental man realized the necessity for responsible

not as antagonistic to the traditional emphasis on nature

action in the light of the far-reaching effects of
seemingly trivial acts o•ro-trated upon the general

as might be thought. The significance of the doctrine of
maya has been always to emphasize the value of the

Nevertheless this notion has been emphasized out of
modern Neo-Vedantin representatives. Secondly, it is
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separated from his dependence on nature.
From this perspective the environmental problem
is not a problem for man, but of man. It is not a
question of enlightened self-interest. It is not a question
of man standing independent of nature and preserving it
for the good he derives from it. It is rather a question of
the preservation of the harmony of the whole, of which
man is a part. To avoid his responsibility is to become
less than truly man. Nature's value is intrinsic rather
than instrumental. If the conservation question is posed
from the point of view of the value and importance of
nature for man, there is little that can be learned from
Indian attitudes. In fact, the Indian response might well
be that from such a perspective the problem can never
really be met. The problem must be approached from
the direction of the interrelated whole of which nature
and man are a part. Nature must be protected and
preserved for what it is—that of which man is a model
and mirror.
Beyond these attitudes which stress the intrinsic
value of nature and man's dependence on it, the other
side of the Indian conception must not be neglected.
Nature is also dependent upon man. It is not to be used
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environment. If the ancien Indian attitudes had been
part of our way of thinking, we would have less of an
ecological problem today. But more importantly, if such
conceptions and values could be implemented in the
thought patterns of the Western world, the ecological
problem might yet become manageable.
The basically "archaic" attitudes which I have
been discussing are common to many so-called
"primitive" peoples. The unique characteristic of the
situation in India is that they have been woven into the
fabric of modern Hinduism. With the evolution of the
tradition into modernity, they have been altered and
adopted—not discarded. The notion of the
correspondence between microcosm and macrocosm
was, for example, incorporated into Hinduism as the
relation between atman anc: Brahman. Although
differing in details, the schools of Advaita Vedanta and
Visistadvaita agreed on Mt, ,,entral importance of the
relation between the essence of the self and the ground
of the objective universe. And according to the Yogic
philosophy elaborated by Patanjali, macrocosm and
microcosm are distinguished in terms of the three gunas
and related through their common grounding in prakriti.
A second example of the way in which Vedic

ultimate reality that lies beyond phenomena. That is to
say, it is that same reality to which I have referred as the
totality in which man and nature are united. It is just
that whole of cosmic power which insures the
correspondence between microcosm and macrocosm. To
lay emphasis on ultimate reality is not, therefore, to
lessen one's concern for the value of nature itself.
The question which remains is how these
"archaic" attitudes might be integrated into the Semitic
philosophic and religious traditions. That is a present
task for Western philosophers of religion and
theologians. It also challenges all those concerned with
the practical problems of survival today.
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Cold Night on a Quillayute Needle
by Gordon D. Alcorn

obliged to scuttle between waves to a point where alone
it was possible to scale the rock."

The Quillayute Needles rise dramatically above
the sea off the craggy northwest coast of Washington.
The Quillayute, "River Without a Head," joins the ocean
here. It rises as a deep pool formed by the confluence of
the Olympic Range's Sol Duc and Bogachiel Rivers and
flows a scant six miles before joining the pounding surf at
the Indian village of La Push.
The Needles are a line of huge rocks and are a
protected bird refuge established as such in October,
1907. Here many sea birds make their home: Black
Oyster-catchers, Western and Glaucous-winged Gulls,
Rhinocerous Auklets, Tufted Puffins, and Cormorants.
During the nesting season the Needles are occupied by
one of North America's strangest and unique birds. This
is the Leach Petrel that becomes a summer resident on
the rugged rocks.
The Petrels shun the daylight and during their
breeding season become almost entirely nocturnal. They
live in a maze of cleverly constructed underground
tunnel-burrows. They venture forth only after dark.
Then they fly close above the water, gathering plankton
(microscopic plant and animal life), which rises to the
surface at night. This thin soupy material is scooped up
by the Petrels in their beaks and carried back in
countless trips to hungry chicks sleeping in the burrows.
A single chick is hatched each season.
W. Leon Dawson was quite possibly the first white
man, and certainly the first ornithologist, ever to visit
the Quillayute Needles. Transported there by Indian
surfmen he spent the night of July 23, 1906,on the
Needle which Indians at La Push have named
Dh u o-Yuat-Zach-Tahl (H ock-Where-We-Catch-Petrels).
For past generations it had been the custom of these
Quileute tribesmen during the nesting season to paddle
out through the surf in their long cedar canoes to raid
that isolated rookery of fresh gull and petrel eggs. To

slow, for we had to wade knee-deep through a solid,
... after having waded thru the heavily grassed
portion of the island once or twice, the thought
occurred to us that there might be Petrels there.
Judge of our surprise, however, when we found
the vegetable mold a perfect labyrinth of Petrel
burrows! So light was the accumulation in

and birds, eggs, and young were the invariable
result. The whole half-acre of grass proper was a

and poking with our hands and the shovel, we pushed
aside some of the thicket and exposed a section of the

seething mass of Petrels. Yet from all that host

residue soil about eight inches deep. Here we uncovered
several tunnels, three inches in diameter and from two to
four feet in length. Cleverly concealed by folded grasses,

not a sound to betray their presence! The sun
shone calmly and the breeze blew benignly.

tunnel entrances were "paved with little pebbles,"

the restless quaverings of the always hostile

exactly as Dawson had so described.
The burrows twisted and turned around roots,
increasing slightly in width as they progressed inward. In
these "nesting chambers" we found young "downies" so
tiny and soft they resembled minute puffs of dark grey
smoke, golf-ball size. T here were many Petrel chicks and
adult birds occupying the tunnels. All were fast asleep.
Eggs, pure white, about 3/4 of an inch long, were
placed at regular intervals along the tunnels. Upon being
disturbed, the young were completely unafraid, but the
adult birds tried desperately to avoid the feared light,
and twisted and turned trying to escape. Unable to do
that, they spewed out a dark substance (Petrel oil) from
their tube-noses. They picked our fingers, and then

gulls. There was nothing, in short, to indicate
that beneath our feet lay a buried city, not
once populous and now deserted, but now
teeming with life, a city of storm-waifs,
gathered from an expanse of a thousand watery
leagues, a city perhaps more populous than any
other colony ... lying silent where the eye saw
only waving grass.
All the Quillayute Needles spike skyward with
steep walls except Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl. It has three
precipitous sides, but the southwest face has several
rugged sloping ledges above the ocean.
It was a warm and gentle afternoon, the 23rd of
July, precisely the same day of the month Dawson had
made his trip so many years ago. Garrett Eddy and I
were, we believe, the first ornithologists to set foot on
the big rock in more than 50 years. It was a source of
wonderment to us that Dawson with his heavy
equipment, old box camera, and tripod could have
managed to land from an Indian dugout canoe.

second surfboat meanwhile stood off in case of
emergency. T hen when the surge lifted us we jumped to
a convenient ledge. With mixed feelings of anticipation
and loneliness, we watched the two surfboats returning
shoreward until they finally disappeared behind James
I sl and and into the Quillayute River.
We gathered all our duffle together, some of
which was wet, and climbed up the steep, rough slope of
the Needle until a small plateau was reached half-way to
the summit. This was quite flat and perhaps 75 feet wide
and 50 feet above the ocean. Our equipment consisted
of two long-range flashlights with a supply of batteries,
extra jackets, a shovel and sleeping bags, and a heavy
piece of plastic to go under them. We hail a large canteen
of water, several thermos bottles of coffee, sandwiches
and some fruit.
the moment we set foot on
From
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tunnels beneath the thick growth. Carefully prodding

Nothing distrubed the serenity of the day save

high on a wave and we tossed our equipment onto a low
shelf, which we hoped was beyond reach of spray. The

insisted the name arises from the Petrel's soft musical
song, as if it were saying "peterrellpeterellerellerell... peterellerell." Dawson wrote engagingly about these
birds in an ornate, descriptive style for his book. He
speaks of the birds as "those innocuous foam-flutterers."
Dawson writes further: "Once ashore, we were

find by day, "a sleeping city housing a multitude of
Petrels."
We bent down to listen, but if they were there,

When we came in close enough to Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl,
our surfman skillfully maneuvered his craft until it rose

water." (Petrel is a diminutive of Peter.)
The other source comes from Dawson who

on this sloping area, according to Dawson, we should

not one sound betrayed them in their subterranean

and boil ominously around the jagged rocks and reefs.

webbed feet as they wing above the water scarcely two
inches above the waves. Their feet swing back and forth,
making it appear as if they actually are "walking on the

this bramble had been clipped to a stunted hedge. It was

penetrated) and so abundant the birds that one
had only to dig with the hands, dog-fashion,

us out from La Push, there was no perceptible wind, but
a rolling six to eight foot swell caused the sea to swirl

miniature Albatross. Origin of the name Petrel has two
sources. More colorful and more logical, comes from the
peculiar manner in which these birds dangle their

prickly mass of Salal and Salmonberry bush. Constantly
raked by pelting rains and harsh, searing winter winds,

point of density (once the growing blades were

Our trip was in a Coast Guard surfboat. To
safeguard our scientific expedition two boats were used.
We wore life jackets which we kept with us on the rock
for our return trip. As our Coast G uardsmen transported

insure freshness, the Indians would throw all available
eggs into the sea. Returning a few days later would
assure the Indians that all eggs would now be fresh.
This amazing night-flyer is of sooty, sable brown
hue, about =./en inches long, and in form a perfect

From this first plateau, we climbed on up the
sloping face of Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl. Here progress was

Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl, the air was swarming with
screaming, flapping gulls that were vigorously expressing
their extreme displeasure at this unexpected and
decidedly unwelcome invasion of their privacy.
Everywhere at our feet, in such profusion we could
scarcely avoid stepping on them, were gull eggs and
chicks in all stages of development. T he aroma here was
definitely "heady."
The middle section of the Islet was almost entirely
covered with a thick mat of grass. The sod was literally
honeycombed with burrows of Tufted Puffins.
Disturbed by the strange intruders, abou4 a dozen or so
of these birds rose anxiously from their perches and
began soaring around not far overhead. These extremely
curious "sea-parrots" are striking in appearance, with
shiny black feathers, white-tufted heads and brilliant
red-orange beaks and feet. The continued to wheel,
moving in ever-narrowing circles, all the while staring
fixedly down at us with those large, red-rimmed,
unblinking eyes.

regurgitated the contents of their crops. It was Dawson's
opinion that they offered this as a "ransom" or reaction
from fright.
Not wishing to arouse the entire colony before
dark, we carefully replaced the birds in their burrows.
Then we climbed up to the summit of our Needle. The
surface here was almost bare of any growth. It was
somewhat triangular in shape, only about 60 feet wide,
and a least a 100 foot drop on three sides to the ocean
below. Looking down we could see on a narrow ledge at
the water's edge, a row of stately, black cormorants.
With their - necks arched gracefully they alertly watched
for fish to swim by.
Sitting there on top of Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl, we
ate our supper. T he sky was cloudless and as that day
faded it slowly turned to a mellow gold. Looking
westward out over the sea our feelings of isolation and
loneliness increased after the sun dipped below the
horizon. Several beach fires twinkled, and to the south,
beams from the Destruction Island Light flashed
intermittently.
The evening was pleasantly warm as we sat there
I i sten ing to the restless feathered residents of
Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl. By 9:30 it was dark and
boisterous mutterings of gulls gradually decreased until
it was quiet except for the sloshing of combers slamming
far below against our Needle.
Then we heard it!
Very faintly at first, almost inaudible, from
beneath the matted thicket, came a low, plaintive,
thrilling musical whistle. Almost immediately it was
followed by another and yet another small piping voice.
This whistling chorus rose gradually to a crescendo. It
was unlike anything we had ever heard before. Mounting
in intensity it was accompanied now by strange rustling
noises and we knew the Petrels were emerging from the
tunnels and wriggling up through the bramble roof.
" ... By eleven p.m. the air was a-flutter with sable
wings, and the island a-hum ... "
Then with a whir of countless wings, suddenly we
were standing in the midst of a seething i -nass of Petrels
flailing against us from all sides. To describe it in words
would be impossible, for the sensation was wild and
lonesome and eerie. There was no moon and it was so
dark we could barely distinguish their shadowy
fluttering forms. Occasionally we used our flashlights,
but the beams only increased the confusion, but we
could observe the birds dropping down to the ocean and
returning to the burrows.
This astonishing performance continued unabated
until just before dawn, about 3:15. Then abruptly, as if
by a prearranged signal as it had all started only in
reverse, the whir of wings and plaintive whistles
gradually diminished. In 15 minutes all activity had
ceased and not one faint sound came from the burrows.
It was now completely silent except for splashing of
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waves. "There was no slightest sign to betray the
presence of the sleeping multitude."
Using our life-jackets for pillows we crawled into
our sleeping bags but by four o'clock the gulls were at it
again raising a raucous clamor.
Throughout the morning hours, as Puffins circled
overhead again in their disconcerting way, we inspected
every inch of our rock. We looked longingly over at the
neighboring larger Needle, which has never been
climbed. On its flat top we could see through binoculars
great numbers of sea birds.
Just before noon as we were drinking the last of
our coffee, we sighted the two surfboats approaching
across the swells right on schedule. Jumping from
Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl back into the boat was difficult,
for a freshening wind had increased the size of waves,
but we made the transfer with no other mishap than wet
feet.
We had found the Petrel colony much the same as
Dawson had described it so many years before. The
mystery is that while the Gulls, Tufted Puffins and other
residents of the Quillayute Needles remain in this remote
and austere rookery all year long, the Petrels are there
only during nesting season. By early autumn, they have
vanished, probably to the far reaches of the sea. Never
has there been, to our knowledge, a single authentic
record of a Leach Petrel being sighted from the time
they desert the Quillayute Needle, until they return the
next breeding season.
As our surfboat took us away across the heaving
water and set us safely again on the mainland at La Push,
we wondered about the many unanswered questions.
But whatever we do not know, we certainly came away
more than ever convinced that the "night-flying" Petrels
of Dhuo-Yuat-Zach-Tahl are strange and fascinating sea
birds!
Reprinted by permission from Puget Sound
Fbview, Vol. 1, No. 2, May 1972, pp. 12-14.

Microbial Ecology of the Olympic Hot Springs
by David L. Tison

while the pool is fed by a third source which seeps
upward bringing water that is low in oxygen to the

The hot springs environment provides an
interesting system for study since it probably has
existed throughout the time organisms have been
evolving on the earth. The organisms found growing
under these extreme thermal conditions reveal the
extent to which evolution has been pushed. From an
ecological point of view, the simple speciation and the
short food chains make studies simpler. The applications
of hot springs studies might also be beneficial in the
prediction and control of the effects of thermal
pollution in aquatic systems.
The greatest concentrations of hot springs occur
in New Zealand, Iceland, Japan, and the Yellowstone
Plateau (Yellowstone National Park) where temperatures
as high as the boiling point of water are encountered.
Locally we find thermal springs at Ohanapecosh in
Mount Rainier National Park and the Sol Duc and
Olympic Hot Springs in Olympic National Park where
water temperatures do not exceed 50 C.
The average temperature of the earth is 12 C An
the majority of organisms are adapted to live within a
moderate range around this mean. With this in mind, I
consider any organism that can carry out its whole life
processes above 40 C to be thermophilic (heat-loving).
This means that an organism must be capable of growth
and reproduction at high temperatures, not just tolerant
of them. I have isolated several organisms from Olympic
Hot Springs which are able to grow under laboratory
conditions at 30 C but not at 40 C. At 40 C they form
spores which merely tolerate this temperature until they
encounter a lower temperature where they resume
growth. I do not consider these organisms thermophiles
or as members of the hot springs community.
The majority of my work has been with the
Olympic Hot Springs which are located in the
north-central portion of the Olympic National Park, at
an elevation of about 2,500 feet. My area of study is
adjacent to the abandoned resort that at one time used
the warm, alkaline waters for recreational purposes. Due
to the high concentration of coliform bacteria in the
waters the resort was forced to close several years ago.
This past summer the National Park Service initiated a
restoration program by removing the debris of the
resort, leaving the area to return to its natural state.
The hot springs system covers about 50 m 2 . It is
fed by two sources which originate on the hillside above
the pool and channel which make up the majority of the
study area. The channel is fed directly by both sources
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probably do not contribute significantly to the overall
sulfate budget of the hot springs; however, they are an

bottom of the pool. Due to the differences in source
water two contrasting environments exist. In the channel
there is an abundance of nutrients and oxygen supplied

example of how various niches might be filled within the
community.

by the continuous flow of water. Here one finds

reduced communities appears to be temperature rather
than nutrients, which are usually limiting in an aquatic
system. In the case of the algal mat, I was able to

organisms thriving in an oxidized environment. In the
pool the reverse situation is encountered. The source
waters are low in oxygen and provide an abundant
source of hydrogen sulfide (H25) which favors organisms
suited for a reduced environment.
In the channel one finds a dense mat composed of
the filamentous blue-green algae Phormidium sp. and
Oscillatoria sp. Under the upper photosynthetic layer of
the mat is a layer of filamentous and unicellular bacteria
that may incorporate organic compounds excreted by
the algae as a carbon source. At the base of the smaller
of the two sources, where the highest temperatures in
the system are found, the heterotrophic bacterium
Sphaerotilus sp. is found. This unicellular organism
occurs in chains enclosed in a sheath which gives the
colony a filamentous form.
The pool community consists chiefly of organisms
that require little or no oxygen (facultative or obligate
anaerobes). The only organism from the channel that
will tolerate the anoxic conditions of the pool are the
ubiquitous blue-green algae which form a thin mat on
the surface where an aerobic microzone exists. Beneath
the algal mat exists a region of low light intensity and
little or no oxygen. Here one finds a major bacterial
autotroph of a reducing environment, the
photosynthetic purple sulfur bacterium Chromatium sp.
which forms deep red patches on the rocks beneath the
algal mat. This organism utilizes H 2S as an electron
donor for the photosynthetic reaction leaving elemental
sulfur which is deposited as granules within the cell. The
filamentous bacterium Thiothrix sp., found around the
margin of the pool, also utilizes H 2S and deposits sulfur
granules internally, although the energy source of
Thiothrix differs from that of Chromatium. Chromatium
utilizes sunlight as an energy source and H 2S as an
electron donor, thus functioning as a photolithotroph.
Thiothrix, using H 2S as both an energy source and an
electron donor, exists as a chemolithotroph.
Also abundant in the pool is the facultative
au totroph
Thiobacillus denitrificans which, under
anaerobic conditions, will oxidize inorganic sulfur to
sulfate while reducing nitrate to free nitrogen
(den itrif ication).
The above biological conversions of sulfur

The major limiting factor in both the oxidized and

approximate, in situ, the upper temperature limit. By
diverting one of the sources entering the channel I was
able to lower the water temperature several degrees. At
the original temperature of 47 C there was no growth of
the algal mat around the source where the Sphaerotilus
thrived. At the reduced temperature of about 43 C the
mat had grown up to the source within amonth and the
Sphaerotilus had disappeared completely. When the
original flow pattern was restored the algae receded to
its original position in the channel and the Sphaerotilus
returned to cover the rocks around the source. From this
it appears that the algae have an upper temperature limit
of about 43 C. This, however, may not indicate a lower
temperature limit for the Sphaerotilus since I was not
able to determine whether the temperature became
limiting or if the algae simply out-competed the
bacterium Sphaerotilus.
An upper temperature limit of Tifibthrix was
observed when a source of cool water stopped flowing
into the system. When this occurred the water
temperature around the margin rose from 33 C to 43 C.
Accompanying this increase in temperature was a steady
decline in the Thiothrix population un0 it disappeared
at a temperature of about 40 C, which appears to be the
maximum the organism can tolerate.
The-se two examples show that the hOt springs
organisms live very near to theit thermal limits. This
existence is possible only in an enviTonment that is
extremely constant. For the past year this has been
found to be the case in the Olympic Hot Springs system.
The minimal temperature fluctuations of about 2 C are
probably seasonal, while the 9.2 pH was found to be
constant throughout the year.
It appears that the speciation and species diversity
of the hot springs ecosystem are dependent on a
constant temperature. A small change in temperature
may lead to a succession that could greatly alter the
structure of the hot springs communities. This
consistency of physical perameters, the contrasting
communities, and the thermal conditions make Olympic
Hot Springs a nearly ideal ecosystem for study.
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0 PA Information Chief, Robert Horton, had both been
contenders for the top spot in OWI when that agency

there. We'd tied up all three networks.
Safe in the army and later into OCS, I was

...Along the Potomac

was established by the consolidation of Horton's
Division of Information of OEM, Archibald MacLeish's
Office of Government Reports, and the old Office of

and all thunder and tarnation broke loose along the

least, the intentions were not the best. In fact, some
were downright hostile. Four or five of the most

Facts and Figures. Davis won and Horton got the second
spot—only to get bounced out of OWI within a few

ordered the blanket coverage. No one at the networks

belligerent wanted no part of our degree-day nonsense.
Instead they kept insisting that I cite a firm figure-60

weeks. At that point, Leon Henderson—not exactly the
man Elmer Davis would have chosen as a companion to
have on a desert island—reshuffled the setup at OPA,
created a Chief of the Information Division at the

degrees, 70 degrees, 80 degrees—at which OPA expected
the citizenry to keep their homes. I tried to explain that
our degree-day formula wasn't all that simple—as though
they didn't know—but they kept boring in, demanding
one definite degree of temperature for all households.

unaware until months later that complaints poured in
Potomac. No one in Washington was sure who had
could figure out why no one had questioned the request
or order or whatever it had been. On a visit to my old

deputy level, and put Horton into the spot. Because

haunts, while on leave after receiving my commission,
my former immediate superior asked if I knew anything
about the points rationing fiasco. When I told him what
I'd done, he laughed and said it was lucky I'd been long
departed when the aftermath hit. Certain members of
Congress had been furious—especially the members of
Henderson's heckle committee. But the real fury had

I'd counter by starting through the whole silly formula

OP A was one of the agencies of the Office of War
Information, Henderson's little maneuver tossed the cat
among the pigeons. With Davis at OWI and Horton as

again and somewhere down the line—I think it was

Information Chief at OPA, the Battle of the Potomac

been over at OW1. Elmer Davis's organization had not

somewhere about 200 miles south of Richmond-1

was conducted by the real pros.
The mimeograph machines whirred and the press

only let my crazy order go through, they'd arranged to

inadvertently dropped the minimum starting figure: 50
degrees. That did it. As they gleefully seized upon 50
degrees, I remembered that one of the major newspaper
chains had been feuding for months not only with 0 PA
but also with our big boss, Leon Henderson, and it
dawned on me that for the moment I was not just
another information specialist from OPA. Awesomeas it
sounds, I was being made the official spokesman of the
United States government. I was about to become
famous—and I was hating it. I could see the Sunday
morning headlines in the newspapers across the country:
"OP A Spokesman Warns of 50-Degree Homes This
Winter."
National press conferences are no place for grass
roots reporters schooled only in graduation stories,
church news, and the trivia of suburban city hall.
I leaned over toward George Lyons and asked,
"Have I fouled this thing completely?"
He shook his head and said, "If anything could
make it worse, for the life of me, I can't think of what it
would be."
"What do I do now?"
"Want to kill itr
"Can p' . and then remembered. Wartime
censorship. Voluntary, technically, but binding
none-the-less. "Kill it, George," I said, "kill it," and the
next minute 30 or 40 grumbling Washington
correspondents filed by the news desk to hand back the
release. Thirty years before Ron Ziegler, I'd rendered a
released story "inoperative."
But if the press leaned on us, Congress was even
worse. Poor lovable, brilliant, hard-working Leon
Henderson. The boys on the Hill took him apart, piece
by piece. The technique they used on him is a
time-honored Congressional improvement on the
Chinese water-drop torture. It consists of keeping a
department or agency head answering questions before a
Congressional committee, day after day, until he is
completely out of touch with what is going on in his
own organization. It's devastating enough in peacetime.
With a war on, everything is moving so fast that to be
out of touch for weeks on end can be ruinous to the
leadership of the entire operation.
The time had come for the New Dealers to take
their lumps. Franklin D. Roosevelt—inveterate dabbler
and dilettante that he was reputed to have been—was in
his third term and warming to his new role as leader of
the free world. He was said to have grown tired of the
New Deal when he announced that "Dr. New Deal
would have to make way for Dr. Win-the-War." The men
from business and industry were taking over—Stimpson
at the War Department, Knox at Navy, Knudsen as head
of the Office of Production Management—and the Leon
Hendersons and Rexford Tugwells could fend for
themselves. As Robert Murrow, a New Dealer, a
colleague at OPA, and brother of the famous Edward R.
Murrow (noted for his broadcasts from London during
the Battle of Britain) said at lunch one day, "When the
chips were down, we didn't really know what to do. We
had to call in the guys from business and industry."
The Congressional Chinese water torture worked
and the end of Leon Henderson's days as head of OPA
was skillfully stage managed by his enemies.
Washington's goofs were monumental in those days, but
OP A's got the headlines. We had to delay the start of
one rationing program for days, while a search was made
for several million ration books. They were finally found
tucked away in an outlying government warehouse
where they had been put by someone-1 don't think we
ever learned who—for sake-keeping, until after the war.
The War Agencies in the Office of Emergency
Management (of the Executive Office of the President)
began to battle each other, instead of working together
as they were supposed to do—and somehow OP A was
always in the thick of it. Not that we always came out
second best. We had also our experts in the art of
mimeograph warfare. OWI, under Elmer Davis and our
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releases spewed forth. If OP A got bombed in the
morning Washington Post we'd counterblast in the
evening Washington Post. While this was going on, it was
left to us a couple of decks down to remember there
had been a Pearl Harbor—and let's carry on the war.
High level policy decisions started being made at the
operating levels- -or they didn't get made at all.
Henderson was getting bushwacked on Capitol Hill,
Horton was counter-punching from his division post, and
I never did find out what one of the division chiefs, a
fellow named John Kenneth Galbraith, did around OPA.
Since Galbraith still has faith in an activist government,
I've often wondered if he really did share our little old
mad house, run by the inmates, that labored so mightily
pro patria et per diem in the cold grey Census Building

near the mall.
Before I discovered the greetings from my

have their boss do the introductions.
But illegal or otherwise, it sure gave points
rationing a good send-off.

...Oil and Ice
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Announcing This Month's Selection
by Nancy Gudger
Crushed in the know
of youandi our favorite dreams
will
like Baskin-Robbins chocolate-lime
unlikely combination
can
never reach immortal permanence
the magic 31.
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